Kirby
2005 Chevrolet Astro AWD Camper

─

• Chevrolet Astro Van 4.3 year 2005.
• Motor V6 190 horsepower type propulsion.
• Reservoir: 90 L works with gasoline.
• 230.000 Km
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Overview
It’s a powerful and robust campervan, with reliable mechanics. Maintenance has been
rigorous and frequent, invoices as backup.

Specifications
- Automatic transmission: simple and great for driving in the city or long distances (also
autopilot).
- High clearance.
- Security: central locking, alarm, airbags.
- Comfortable driving for the long distances with good seats with armrests
- Aircon (very useful in the deserts) and heating in the front and back.
- Autoradio with FM transmitter to listen to your own music (USB, SD and Bluetooth port)
- 3 chargers of 12 volts in the front and 1 in the back.
- 6 lamps on the ceiling used on the main battery
- Roof Bars: practical to fixer jerricans or other stuff

Interior:
The van has been thought so as to make everything available from within (for the
cold days) or from the back.
There is a lot of space to tidy up:
- a vertical tour with three layers
- 5 plastic boxes
- 4 boxes under the bed
- Space in the back of the car for outdoor material (seats, backpacks, etc)
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Sleeping:
- A coach which can turn itself in to a bed (in 1 min)
- A mattress of 180 x 130 cm with removable sheet
- 2 pillows and full bedding equipment
- Cold (synthetic & washable) and warm duvet (good for high altitude nights)
- The van is completely isolated, except for the windows, on which there is a removable
isolation system. This way you can enjoy the sun when you want. We slept several weeks
above 4000m and were never cold inside!

Cooking:
- A pot, a pan, a sieve, cutting board, 2 plates, cups, cutlery, peeler, juicer, corkscrew, whip,
wooden spoon,
- DOITE Gas stove.
- Two foldable tables
- Two comfortable camping seats
- An icebox of 25L to keep everything fresh (can be connected on 12V).
- A plastic sink to do the dishes and laundry
- Brush and floor cloth + dish cloth

To tinker:
- Saw, hammer, nails, scissors
- Rope, scotch, straps,
- Shovel + 2 boards to get out of the sand if needed
- Material to change the wheel + 12V compressor
- Fire extinguisher, safety triangle and gilets.
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- 2 jerricans of 20L for fuel (to cross deserts or to get cheaper fuel in some countries)
- Chain + some liquids for the motor.

Exterior :
Van of Bordeaux color, with side door.
Discrete and with south American plates, which doesn’t attract much attention.
Chassis in good state
Some impacts on the paint.
Big scratch on the door of the driver. Doesn’t constraint the door opening.
Front tires are new, and back tires in good state.

Other :
- Transformer 12V/220V ideal to recharge PC or external battery
- USB Adaptor 12V ideal to charge phones, cameras,
- Multi-socket adaptor (Chili, Argentine).
- Solar shower 20l.
- Anti-robbery to fix on steering wheel
- 2 jerricans of 20L each for water
- Double of keys and remote of alarm.
- Fishing gear
- Barbecue grid.
- Portable speakers
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